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Abstract: Cloud-based storage is a service model for businesses and individual users that involves paid or free
storage resources. This service model enables on-demand storage capacity and management to users anywhere
via the Internet. Because most cloud storage is provided by third-party service providers, the trust required for
the cloud storage providers and the shared multi-tenant environment present special challenges for data protection
and access control. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) not only protects data secrecy, but also has ciphertexts or
decryption keys associated with fine-grained access policies that are automatically enforced during the decryption
process. This enforcement puts data access under control at each data item level. However, ABE schemes have
practical limitations on dynamic user revocation. In this paper, we propose two generic user revocation systems for
ABE with user privacy protection, user revocation via ciphertext re-encryption (UR-CRE) and user revocation via
cloud storage providers (UR-CSP), which work with any type of ABE scheme to dynamically revoke users.
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1 Introduction
Cloud storage is a form of distributed storage
that provides massive storage resources and services
to meet on-demand data center growth for corporations and remote storage for small businesses and individuals. Cloud storage is a service model provided
by cloud computing (Weiss, 2007; Hayes, 2008),
which is a computing paradigm using Internet-based
services to support business needs. It allows consumers to pay for information technology (IT) services on a utility-like basis using a shared pool of
‡
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conﬁgurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services).
As a type of cloud service model, cloud storage inherits the beneﬁts of cloud computing (Miller
and Veiga, 2009; Carroll et al., 2011; Gibson
et al., 2012) and oﬀers a range of advantages over
traditional owned storage systems. The potential
beneﬁts include cost savings, mobility, accessibility, reliability, availability, agility, collaboration, and
sharing.
Although the beneﬁts of cloud storage are compelling, cloud storage does have its potential downsides and risks. The unique security challenges
(Chow et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Gibson et al.,
2012; Ren et al., 2012) arise from two major aspects:
trust in the cloud storage providers (CSPs) and the
shared storage environments (multi-tenancy). The
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unique security challenges have special requirements
for data protection and access control.
Due to the trustworthiness of cloud storage systems, data needs to be capable of ‘self-protection’.
We refer to this as ‘data-centric access control’.
In data-centric access control, sensitive data is encrypted before it is sent to cloud storage. Thus,
data-centric access control requires the following
characteristics:
1. Fine-grained protection: The data access policy is deﬁned at a data-item level. The access policy
should be enforced at each access attempt, with or
without involvement of the owner.
2. Dynamic access rights management: Granting or revoking of user access rights to a particular
data item should be straightforward to conduct and
should, ideally, be performed almost instantaneously.
3. Eﬃcient key management: Critical key management operations, such as key distribution, key
revocation, and key refreshing, should be conducted
in an eﬃcient manner that scales well, and is appropriate for the highly dynamic and heterogeneous
nature of a cloud storage environment.
For user access control and management in untrusted cloud storage, user privacy protection should
be considered. We refer to this as ‘user-centric access
control’. We argue that it should have the following
characteristics:
1. Anonymous access control: Access control
mechanisms should anonymously authenticate users.
2. Dynamic user management: User access
granting or revocation should be anonymous, dynamic, and instantaneous to CSPs. CSPs does not
need to know any user’s actual identiﬁcation information (PII) or administer any user information that
can be directly or indirectly linked to the user’s true
identity.
As data is accessed by users, a data access control mechanism in untrusted cloud storage should be
concerned with both the requirements of data- and
user-centric controls.
The notion of attribute-based encryption (ABE)
was introduced by Sahai and Waters (2005). It is
a type of public-key encryption that has a one-tomany relationship between a public key and a set
of decryption keys. Data is encrypted by a public
key and a set of system parameters. The decryption
keys or decryption process is associated with an access policy. A user can encrypt data addressed to
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a group of users that have a speciﬁc set of requirements without knowing each individual user in the
group ahead of time. Users who have the attributes
satisfying the access policy can decrypt the data.
All the ciphertexts or decryption keys are associated
with ﬁne-grained access policies that are automatically enforced in the decryption process.
It is always important to enforce ﬁne-grained
protection of anonymity of the participants in an
untrusted environment (Wang and Huang, 2018), especially in ABE systems where the data owners and
users are decoupled (Wang et al., 2014, 2015). When
using ABE to protect sensitive data, access policies
can be deﬁned by data owners. Data is encrypted by
a data owner based on an access policy and is stored
in cloud storage. The access policy is automatically
enforced during the data decryption process. ABE
does not need data owners or a third party, such as a
CSP, to mediate the data access. Furthermore, when
data is backed up on diﬀerent servers in the cloud,
the access policy is also transferred and enforced.
Although ABE is one of the ideal choices for
data-centric protection in a cloud environment, dynamic user revocation is the practical limitation. An
access policy in ABE deﬁnes a group of users who
share the same set of attributes. When a user is
revoked, the user may still hold a valid private key
to decrypt the data. To remove the user’s access,
the data owner has to re-generate the public key and
re-issue new private keys to other users in the same
group. Also, the data will need to be decrypted and
re-encrypted under the new key. This is not scalable
in highly distributed cloud storage.
User revocation has been studied in this study.
However, most current user revocation systems work
only with some particular ABE schemes, and are not
ﬂexible enough to be adapted to work with general
ABE schemes. User revocation is the process of removing a user’s data access privilege, and in most
cases, user identities are used for user identiﬁcation
in the rest part of revocation. In untrusted cloud
storage, user identities need to be protected and separated from CSPs. Because most existing user revocation schemes have not considered user privacy protection, a data owner has to mediate every request
to protect user privacy. This means that a user’s
request must be routed from the CSP to the data
owner before the user’s privilege is determined. This
is not scalable. Therefore, a practical user revocation
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system for ABE schemes in an untrusted cloud storage environment should be capable of anonymously
identifying a revoked user without including a data
owner or a trusted party in the data retrieval process.
With these aspects in mind, we have designed
and built two dynamic user revocation systems using existing ABE schemes to protect data and user
privacy in cloud storage. These two user revocation
systems have three features:
1. Generic: Revocation capability can be directly applied to any ABE scheme.
2. Dynamic: Revocation is instantaneous with
no need to re-issue any ABE private key to users.
3. Anonymous: Users are anonymous to CSPs.
A revoked user is anonymously prevented from accessing data in the data retrieval or decryption
process.

2 Related work
2.1 Attribute-based encryption
In their landmark work, Sahai and Waters
(2005) proposed fuzzy identity based encryption
(FIBE) which allows error tolerance in identity based
encryption (IBE) (Boneh and Franklin, 2003) for biometric applications. Every identity is viewed as a set
of descriptive attributes ω. A user can decrypt a ciphertext encrypted by identity attributes ω  if and
only if his/her identity attributes ω overlap with ω 
for at least a pre-determined threshold value d (ω
∩ ω  ≥ d). This idea of designing ﬁne-grained data
protection was later formalized as ABE.
In ABE, an attribute authority (AA) is used to
issue private keys (in the form of key shares) to users.
When the system is initialized, a public key, a master
secret, and system parameters are generated. Data is
encrypted by the public key and system parameters.
The master secret is used to derive user private keys
that are used to decrypt data. There are two major
classes of ABE schemes: key-policy ABE (KP-ABE)
and ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE). In KP-ABE
schemes, a user’s private key is issued based on an
access policy. The ciphertext is associated with a
set of attributes deﬁned by the encryptor. A user
can decrypt data if the attributes associated with
the data’s ciphertext comply with the access policy
associated with the user’s private key. The idea is
reversed to CP-ABE schemes, where the AA issues a
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private key based on the attributes held by a user. A
ciphertext is associated with an access policy deﬁned
by an encryptor. A user can decrypt a ciphertext
if the user has the attributes satisfying the access
policy of the ciphertext.
One of the crucial security features of ABE is
collusion-resistance. Since user private keys are all
derived from the same master secret, it is important
that each user’s private key should be suﬃciently
randomized to prevent users from pooling their partial private keys (attribute key shares) together to
decrypt any ciphertext.
The KP-ABE concept was ﬁrst introduced by
Goyal et al. (2006). The initial construction of Sahai and Waters (2005) can handle only one threshold gate in an access tree. The expressibility of the
access policy was greatly improved in Goyal et al.
(2006). Ostrovsky et al. (2007) proposed a scheme
that supports a non-monotone access tree. The primary drawback of Ostrovsky et al. (2007)’s scheme
is that the size of a private key can blow up with the
maximum number of attributes associated with a ciphertext. Lewko et al. (2010a) improved Ostrovsky
et al. (2007)’s scheme to dramatically reduce the size
of private keys.
The ﬁrst CP-ABE scheme was proposed by
Bethencourt et al. (2007). This scheme allows an access policy expressed by a monotone tree and uses a
secret sharing scheme (Shamir, 1979) in the construction. Waters (2011) took a diﬀerent approach by using a linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) (Karchmer
and Wigderson, 1993) to represent an access policy.
This approach was later extended by Lewko et al.
(2010b) and Okamoto and Takashima (2010). Since
Bethencourt et al. (2007)’s scheme was proved secure
only in the generic model, multiple approaches were
proposed to construct expressive and eﬃcient CPABE schemes in the standard model (Goyal et al.,
2008; Ibraimi et al., 2009; Lewko et al., 2010b; Waters, 2011). Non-monotone access structures in CPABE were studied by Cheung and Newport (2007).
The initial construction was proved to be CPA-secure
under the DBDH assumption, and then was improved to be CCA-secure using the Canetti-HaleviKatz technique (Canetti et al., 2004).
The aforementioned ABE schemes focus on the
expressiveness of the access policy and security.
However, the size of the ciphertext can linearly grow
with the increase of the number of attributes. To
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improve eﬃciency, schemes with a constant-size ciphertext have been studied by Emura et al. (2009),
Herranz et al. (2010), Attrapadung et al. (2011), and
Chen et al. (2013) for threshold access trees, and
Chen et al. (2011) and Attrapadung et al. (2012) for
non-monotone access trees.
Multi-authority ABE (MA-ABE) schemes have
been studied by Chase (2007), Lin et al. (2008),
Chase and Chow (2009), Lewko et al. (2010b), Lewko
and Waters (2011), Li et al. (2011), and Han et al.
(2012). In an MA-ABE system, multiple AAs work
together to generate user private keys, with each AA
being responsible for a disjoint set of attributes. One
of the biggest challenges is to prevent users from colluding. This requires that the key shares issued by
diﬀerent AAs be linked in a unique way for diﬀerent
users.
2.2 User revocation
encryption

in

attribute-based

There has been prior research on dealing with
the practical problems of implementation of ABE
schemes, particularly with respect to revocation
issues.
Pirretti et al. (2006) associated attributes with
expiry times. This idea was enhanced by Bethencourt et al. (2007) who suggested to associate private keys (or key shares) with expiry times. Both
schemes require users periodically contact the AA
for new private keys (or key shares). This process
has potential scalability issues and can revoke users
instantly.
Junod and Karlov (2010) constructed a CPABE based broadcast encryption scheme that supports direct (or instant) user revocation. In their
scheme, each receiver’s identity is mapped to an individual attribute. The access policy consists of a
set of system attributes with a set of identity attributes. Individual user revocation is achieved by
updating the set of identity attributes in the access
policy. This scheme is not eﬃcient when applied to
cloud storage systems because mapping each user’s
identity to an attribute can make the ciphertext linearly grow. It also discloses user identities to CSPs.
In addition, data owners should not be directly involved in controlling data distribution after the data
has been stored at the CSP.
Jahid et al. (2011) achieved user revocation
with a semi-trusted proxy to participate in the
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decryption process. In their proposed scheme, each
user obtains an identity key in addition to their attribute key shares. The identity keys are generated
by a data owner using a secret sharing scheme. The
data owner also generates a proxy key for the proxy,
who uses the proxy key to transfer the ciphertext in
such a way that only non-revoked users with their
identity keys can decrypt the data. The proxy key
is regenerated whenever a user is revoked. Although
the scheme achieves dynamic user revocation without attribute key regeneration, it can revoke only a
predeﬁned number of users. In addition, adding a
new user to the system can trigger re-keying of all
the existing identity keys, which presents a potential
scalability issue and some key management issues.
Hur and Noh (2011) used attribute key encryption keys (KEKs) to address user revocation for
BSW’s CP-ABE scheme (Bethencourt et al., 2007).
Their scheme requires a data service manager (such
as a CSP) to generate attribute KEKs and distribute
the keys to users. The attributes in the access policy
of a ciphertext are re-encrypted by their KEKs before the ciphertext is sent to a user. When a user is
revoked, the impacted attribute KEKs are updated
and redistributed. This approach brings potential
management overhead. The attribute KEKs are generated and maintained via a global binary tree that
assigns users to the leaf nodes. For a large group
of users, maintaining the binary tree becomes much
harder when the system needs to add or delete users.
The data service manager also has to know every
user’s attribute set to generate and distribute their
attribute KEKs, which requires trust in the data service manager. This kind of trust does not exist in
untrusted cloud storage environments. In addition,
every user needs to have two sets of keys: secret
attribute key shares and attribute KEKs.
Another user revocation approach is to associate ciphertext with expiration times. In this approach, ciphertexts are encrypted with additional
time stamp attributes and periodic key updates. Sahai et al. (2012) proposed a revocable storage that
prevents revoked users from accessing the data once
their access rights are removed. They introduced the
notion of ciphertext delegation, where a ciphertext
encrypted under a certain policy can be re-encrypted
to a more restrictive policy using only public information. Using ciphertext delegation, the CSP can
re-encrypt the ciphertexts from time t to t + 1.
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However, this mechanism requires user private keys
to be periodically updated for all non-revoked users,
which can potentially create a key distribution overhead in a large group of users. Users also have to keep
diﬀerent versions of the keys to decrypt the data.
Because most of the existing user revocation
schemes work with individual schemes, we have proposed a ﬂexible revocation model (dynamic user revocation and key refreshment, DURKR), which can
work with CP-ABE schemes for dynamic user revocation and key refreshing (Xu and Martin, 2012). In
the model, the master secret is split into two parts:
one part is used by CP-ABE schemes to issue the
attribute private keys; the other part is used to issue a proxy delegation key that is used to re-encrypt
ciphertexts of CP-ABE, and thus only non-revoked
users can eventually decrypt data. Although the
model is intended to be ﬂexible to work with any
type of CP-ABE scheme, it requires some modiﬁcation of the underlying scheme to incorporate an additional key share. In our other work (Xu and Martin, 2013), a generic framework was proposed to be
adopted to any type of ABE scheme. In addition, the
framework avoids the potential key escrow in ABE
schemes with centralized AA settings. However, the
framework does not eﬀectively prevent revoked and
non-revoked users from colluding.
The application of ABE to cloud environments
has been studied. Yu et al. (2010) proposed a scheme
to protect data ﬁles in a semi-trusted cloud environment. Wang et al. (2011) built a hierarchical
CP-ABE (HABE) model using the notion of a hierarchical IBE (HIBE) scheme. Parno et al. (2012)
constructed a veriﬁable computation scheme with
public delegation and veriﬁability based on an ABE
scheme. Yang et al. (2013) proposed an access control framework using a CP-ABE scheme for cloud
storage systems. The framework also enables dynamic attribute revocation. Yu et al. (2008) proposed a CP-ABE scheme with a hidden access policy
for untrusted content distribution networks. Their
scheme also uses periodic key expiration to manage
user revocation.

3 Our contribution
We have designed and constructed two data protection systems using ABE schemes in untrusted
cloud storage. Because ABE protects data privacy,
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the newly developed systems focus on building
generic user revocation mechanisms that could work
with any ABE scheme and also protect user privacy
during the revocation process.
To achieve generic and anonymous user revocations, we aim at controlling the user access to ABE
ciphertexts. If a revoked user cannot obtain an ABE
ciphertext, then the user will not be able to decrypt
the data even though the user might hold a valid
ABE private (decryption) key. If such control of
ciphertext access is independent of ABE, then the
revocation mechanism can be generically applied to
any ABE scheme. With these two considerations in
mind, our solution is to build an extra layer on top
of an ABE scheme to control access to ABE ciphertexts. This layer, using a dynamic and anonymous
accumulator technique, treats ABE as a black box.
It removes the need for a data owner to mediate every
data retrieval and makes users anonymous to CSPs.
Using this layer, the two systems are built as follows:
1. User revocation via ciphertext re-encryption
(UR-CRE): This system re-encrypts ABE ciphertexts with accumulator (group) keys, and therefore
only non-revoked users can decrypt the re-encrypted
ABE ciphertexts to obtain ABE ciphertexts. Users
are anonymous to CSPs during the data retrieval
process. The beneﬁt of this re-encryption system is
three-fold:
(1) It enables desirable user revocation control
(generic, dynamic, and anonymous) for any type of
ABE scheme.
(2) It protects the integrity and secrecy of the
access policy embedded in ABE ciphertexts. Because access policies of CP-ABE can be parts of the
ciphertexts in plaintext format, they are vulnerable
to alteration and information leakage in regard to
who can decrypt the data. The same issue exists
in KP-ABE, where attributes are also in plaintext
format.
(3) Data is self-protected. Revoked users are
automatically prevented from decrypting the reencrypted ciphertexts during the decryption process.
The drawback of this system is the overhead
associated with the ciphertext re-encryption and key
management of accumulators on the data owner side.
2. User revocation via cloud storage providers
(UR-CSP): This system separates user revocation control from data encryption, and uses untrusted CSPs to eliminate the overhead associated
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with ciphertext re-encryption.
We use the
anonymous accumulator mechanism to achieve the
desired user veriﬁcation (generic, dynamic, and
anonymous), and therefore user privacy is protected
during the veriﬁcation process. Any revoked user
is anonymously veriﬁed by CSPs and prevented
from accessing ABE ciphertexts after the user’s
revocation.
Because ABE ciphertexts are not re-encrypted
when stored at CSPs, the possible downside of this
approach is that access policies included in ciphertexts are exposed to CSPs or any adversary in the
unencrypted channels during transmission. The integrity and privacy of access policies are at risk.
Because accumulators are the cornerstones of
building our revocation systems, we will introduce
the dynamic accumulator concept ﬁrst, followed by
the algorithm constructions used in this study.

4 Accumulator
Accumulators were ﬁrst introduced by Benaloh
and de Mare (1993) as a method to condense a set of
values (elements) into one value (referred to as an accumulator’s aggregate value or simply an aggregate
value in this study), and thus a short witness is used
to demonstrate that a value has been condensed in
an aggregate value. The witness has the following
characteristics: (1) It is unique if the value being
aggregated is unique; (2) It is infeasible to forge a
witness for a value that has not been accumulated;
(3) No information about the accumulated value can
be leaked through the value of the witness or the aggregate value. An accumulator is called ‘universal’ if
it supports eﬃcient zero-knowledge membership and
non-membership proofs. An accumulator is called
‘dynamic universal’ if the accumulator’s aggregate
value, membership, and non-membership witnesses
can be eﬃciently updated.
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya (2002) introduced
the notion of dynamic universal accumulator (DUA).
The cost of adding or deleting an element is independent of the number of elements accumulated. Using a zero-knowledge protocol, the scheme can prove
whether a committed value is in an accumulator or
not. The scheme was constructed under the strong
RSA assumption. A DUA based on a bilinear map
was proposed by Nguyen (2005). Au et al. (2009)
extended Nguyen (2005)’s work and built a DUA
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under the DDH assumption. The DUA has been
used for anonymous credential attestation (Brickell
et al., 2004).
4.1 Accumulators based on bilinear maps
The accumulator scheme used in our systems
is based on the scheme of Au et al. (2009). The
following algorithm descriptions directly come from
Au et al. (2009):
1. Setup(1n ): This algorithm takes the security
parameter 1n as the input. It initializes and outputs
system parameters as follows:
(1) Let e: G × G → GT be a bilinear map of
prime order p.

(2) Let Ak : 2Zp → G be an accumulator’s function that is parametrized
by a randomly selected β

∈ Zp : Ak (X) = g x∈X (x+β) , where x ∈ Zp , Ak (X)
∈ G, and β is the trapdoor or auxiliary information.
(3) Finally output the system parameters: {G,
GT , e, Ak , β}.
2. MembershipVeriﬁcation(w, x, v): The algorithm takes a witness w, element x, and accumulator aggregate value v as the inputs. It proves the
membership of x as follows:
(1) If e(w, g x · g β ) = e(v, g), output ‘true’;
(2) Otherwise, output ‘false’.
3. MembershipWitness(x): This algorithm
takes an element x as an input and computes the
witness of x as follows:
(1) For a set of elements Y = {x1 , x2 , ... , xn }
∈ Zp , a membership witness for x ∈ Y is calculated
 n
 1
as w = g i=1 (xi +β) x+β .
(2) Output the witness: w.
4. UpdateAccumulator(x , v, Ops): The algorithm takes a new element x , an accumulator aggregate value v, and the operation type Ops (‘Add’ or
‘Delete’) as inputs. It updates v to v  as follows:

(1) If Ops = ‘Add’, then v  = v x +β ;
1
(2) If Ops = ‘Delete’, then v  = v x +β ;
(3) Output v  .
5. UpdateMembershipWitness(w, x, v, v, Ops,
x ): This algorithm takes the original membership
witness w of x with respect to the accumulator aggregate value v, the new aggregate value v having
x , the operation type Ops, and the element x as
inputs. It computes the new witness of x in regard
to v as follows:
(1) If Ops = ‘Add’, then x is the element newly
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added to 
v , and the new membership witness w of x

can be computed as w = vwx −x ;
(2) If Ops = ‘Delete’, then x has been removed
from v, and the new membership witness w of x can
1
1
be calculated as w x −x v x−x ;
(3) Output w .
4.2 Dynamic accumulator
We build a dynamic accumulator (DA) using the
scheme proposed by Au et al. (2009) to manage user
access to data. We made the following adjustments
to ﬁt our systems:
1. We remove the UpdateMemebershipWitness
algorithm. Users and CSPs are not trusted with the
system parameters in our trust models, and they are
not allowed to update their witnesses. Data owners
are responsible for centrally managing accumulators
and user witness updates.
2. We want to improve the eﬃciency and scalability of the scheme proposed by Au et al. (2009).
Like most of the existing accumulator schemes, the
scheme proposed by Au et al. (2009) has two potential limitations for large-scale systems: an accumulator has a pre-deﬁned number of elements to be
aggregated, and adding or deleting an element triggers witness updates of all elements aggregated in the
same accumulator. To make the scheme more practical and minimize the impact of witness updates, we
use multiple accumulators to manage non-revoked
users. This adjustment can be scalable in the following ways:
(1) The witness update impacts only a small
numbers of users. Non-revoked users will be divided
into groups. Each user belongs only to one group
and is aggregated to an accumulator. When a user
is revoked, the user is removed from the user’s accumulator. The witness updates, and thus impacts
only a smaller number of users.
(2) There is no limitation on the number of users
in the system. The number of accumulators can be
dynamically increased or decreased depending on the
number of users in the systems.
(3) Each accumulator is associated with one internal identiﬁer and one external identiﬁer. The differences between the internal and external identiﬁers
are as follows:
a) The internal identiﬁers (or indexes) are kept
by data owners. They are static and sequential. An
accumulator is deleted when all associated users have
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been removed. However, its index is not recycled.
b) The external identiﬁers are given to users and
CSPs to identify or look up accumulators. They are
randomized every time the associated accumulators
are updated; therefore, the static index numbers are
not directly exposed to users and CSPs for extra protection. Furthermore, the numbers used to randomize external identiﬁers have two main purposes: to
randomize ciphertext re-encryption keys when ABE
ciphertexts need to be re-encrypted in UR-CRE and
to randomize accumulators’ aggregate values each
time the aggregate values are updated in UR-CSP.
To achieve better eﬃciency and scalability, the
actual implementations can delegate the management of accumulators, especially witness updates
and distribution, to a data-owner trusted third party.
Our modiﬁcation does not change the mathematical and complexity theory on which DUA (Au
et al., 2009) is based. Its security strength remains
without relying on the number of elements that can
be accumulated into an accumulator or the number
of accumulators in a system.
4.2.1 Data structure deﬁnition
Table 1 lists the notations commonly used in
this section.
The major data structures used by DA are deﬁned as follows:
1.
An
accumulator
α
contains
{v,
{gidx }1≤x≤|{gidx }| , i, y}, where v denotes the
aggregate value by aggregating the elements in
{gidx } and |{gidx }| denotes the number of gids in α,
i is the internal identiﬁer (also referred to as internal
index) of α, and y is randomly selected from Zp to
generate the external identiﬁer in the form of g y .
Each component of α can be further denoted
as follows: (1) α1 = v; (2) α2 = {gidx }1≤x≤|{gidx }| ;
(3) α3 = i; (4) α4 = y.
2. Φ stores a set of accumulators: Φ =
{αi }1≤i≤|Φ| , where |Φ| denotes the number of accumulators included.
3. wgid is the witness of user gid for an accumu1
lator. Each witness consists of two parts, wgid
and
2
wgid . The details can be found in Section 4.
4. ωa is a witness container to store witnesses of
the users in α: {{wgidi , gidi }1≤i≤|α2 | }.
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Table 1 Dynamic accumulator (DA) notation
Notation
gid
Φ
k
Ak
β
α
v
Ops
ωα
wgid
Ind

Description
A user’s global unique identiﬁer
Accumulator container containing a set of accumulators
Maximum number of elements aggregated into an accumulator
Accumulator function
Trapdoor value for the accumulator function Ak
Container of an accumulator and its information
An accumulator aggregate value
Accumulator operational type—add or delete
Witness container storing user witnesses of accumulator α
User gid’s witness of an accumulator
An integer counter of the next internal index value for an accumulator

4.2.2 Algorithm construction
Our DA consists of the following algorithms.
The details of their usage and information sharing
among parties are speciﬁed here.
1. AccSetup(G, g): Take a group G and a generator g of G as the inputs, as shown in Algorithm 1.
It deﬁnes the system parameters used by DA: the
maximum number of elements k in each accumulator, the trapdoor value β, the accumulator function
Ak , and the index counter Ind of internal accumulator identiﬁers. It initializes Φ and returns {k, β, Ak ,
Φ}.
Algorithm 1 AccSetup
Procedure AccSetup(G, g)
1: Begin:
2:
Select k to be the maximum number of elements
aggregated in an accumulator.
3:
Randomly select β ← Zp . /*The trapdoor of the
accumulator function.*/

4: Define Ak : 2Zp → Gto be an accumulator function.
(gidi +β)
/*Ak (X ) = g gidi ∈X
, where g is the
generator of G.*/
5:
Let v←g; α←{v, {}, 1, null}; Φ ← {α}. /*Initialize an accumulator and an accumulator container.*/
6: Set Ind = 2. /*Set the internal index counter to be
the next value.*/
7:
/*Note: Ind is internally used. For simplicity, it is
not returned.*/
8: Return {k, β, Ak , Φ}.
9: End

2. AccAdd(gid, Φ): Take a user’s global identiﬁer gid and the accumulator container Φ as the inputs, as shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm ﬁnds
the ﬁrst accumulator in Φ that has fewer than k gids.

A new accumulator is created if none is found. The
algorithm adds the gid to the accumulator and outputs the updated accumulator and Φ.
3. AccDelete(gid, Φ): Take a user’s global identiﬁer gid and the accumulator container Φ as the
inputs, as shown in Algorithm 3. It looks for gid in
accumulators stored in Φ:
Algorithm 2 AccAdd
Procedure AccAdd(gid, Φ)
1: Begin:
2: Let N = |Φ|. /* Obtain the number of accumulators
in Φ.*/
3: Set j = 0.
4: For i = 1 to N do /* Find the first α that has fewer
than
  k gids.*/
5:
If α2i  < k then
6:
j = i; abort For loop. /* The accumulator is
found. */
7:
End if
8: End for
9: If j == 0 then /* No accumulator is found. Create
a new one.*/
10:
j = N + 1.
11.
αj ← {g, {}, Ind, null}.
/*Initialize an
accumulator.*/
12:
Ind = Ind + 1. /*Increase the counter by 1,
and thus it always points to the next value.*/
13: End if
14: /*Add gid to αj .*/
15:
/*α3j is static and does not change once it is set.
α4j is dynamic and will be changed outside this
algorithm.*/
16: αj ←{vjgid+β , α2j + {gid}, α3j , α4j }.
17: Update Φ with αj . /*Using α3j , the internal index,
to find and replace the existing one or add the
new one.*/
18: Return {αj , Φ}.
19: End
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Algorithm 3 AccDelete

Algorithm 4 AccWitUpdate

Procedure AccDelete(gid, Φ)
1: Begin:
2: Let N = |Φ|. /*Obtain the number of accumulators
in Φ.*/
3: Set j = 0.
4: For i = 1 to N do
5:
If gid ∈ α2i then /*Find the accumulator having
the
 gid.*/

6:
If α2i  > 1 then

Procedure AccWitUpdate(α)
1: Begin:
2: Let ωα = {}. /*Start with an empty set.*/
3: Let N = α2 . /*Set the number of gids to N .*/
4: For i = 1 to N /*Compute witnesses.*/

1

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

19:
20:
21:
22:

vi = vigid+β . /*Remove gid from the aggregate
value α1i .*/
αi ← {vi , α2i – {gid}, i, yi }. /*Update the
values in αi .*/
Update αi in Φ.
Else
αi ← {g, {}, N , null}. /*Empty the
accumulator since gid is the last one.*/
Φ ← Φ – {αi }. /*Remove αi from Φ.*/
End if
j = i; abort.
End if
End for
If j > 0 then
Return {αj , Φ}. /*Return the accumulator. αj
can be an empty accumulator removed from
Φ.*/
Else
Return ⊥.
End if
End

(1) If an accumulator can be found, it removes
the gid from the accumulator. If the gid is the only
element in the accumulator, the accumulator is emptied out. Finally, it returns the accumulator and Φ.
(2) If no accumulator can be found, return ⊥.
4. AccWitUpdate(α): Take an accumulator α
as the input, as shown in Algorithm 4. It updates
all the witnesses of gids in α and outputs witness set
ωα .

5 Generic user revocation systems
We have designed and constructed two generic
user revocation systems based on ABE schemes in
untrusted cloud storage environments. In our systems, each user is given a unique global identiﬁer
gid. Non-revoked users are randomly divided into
groups, and therefore each user belongs to only one
group. Each group of user gids are aggregated into
an accumulator. We may interchange the terms of

1

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

1
wgid
= v gidi+β . /*v is the accumulator value:
i
1
α .*/
2
wgid
= g gidi +β .
i
1
2
wgidi = {wgid
, wgid
}.
i
i
ωα ← ωα + {wgidi , gidi }. /*Add the user’s witness to ωα .*/
End for
Return ωα .
End

group and accumulator because they are one-to-one
relationships with respect to a user. Each accumulator is identiﬁed by one internal index (or identiﬁer)
and one external identiﬁer. The internal index is
ﬁxed when the accumulator is created. The external identiﬁer is changed and randomized each time
a user is added to or removed from the accumulator. Only external identiﬁers are given to users and
CSPs to request or locate the re-encrypted ciphertext in UR-CRE, or to generate membership proofs
in UR-CSP.
5.1 Algorithm definition and construction
We have deﬁned the commonly used algorithms
in our two systems. Whether the algorithms are run
privately or publicly and which information should
be kept secret depend on the trust models. These
will be explained in sections of system design and
construction of the corresponding user revocation
system.
Because our systems can work with any ABE
scheme, the ‘·’ will be used to generically denote the
parameters required by ABE algorithms: SetupABE ,
KeyGenABE , EncABE , and DecABE .
Table 2 lists the commonly used notations in
addition to those given in Table 1.
1. Setup(1n ): The algorithm takes the security
parameter 1n as an input and proceeds as follows:
(1) Let U contain the gids who are granted for
data access: U = {gid1 , gid2 , . . ., gidn }, where gidi
∈ Zp (p is an n-bit prime).
(2) Call SetupABE (1n ) with an input 1n to initialize the ABE scheme. It outputs an ABE public
key pkABE and master secret mkABE .
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Table 2 User revocation system notation
Notation
c
AA
SetupABE
KeyGenABE
EncABE
DecABE
pkABE
mkABE
uskABE
U
CSP
DO
wskgid
Λ
c
C

Description
An ABE ciphertext
The ABE attribute authority
The setup algorithm of an ABE scheme
The key generation algorithm of an ABE scheme
The encryption algorithm of an ABE scheme
The decryption algorithm of an ABE scheme
The public key of an ABE scheme
The master secret of an ABE scheme
A user ABE private key
The data set containing non-revoked gids in the system
Cloud storage provider
Data owner
The witness private key of user gid
The container storing accumulator aggregate values (v)
A re-encrypted ciphertext of c for an accumulator
The container storing multiple c s

(3) Initialize the DA using the security
parameter 1n :
a) Let e: G × G → G1 be a bilinear map for an
n-bit prime p.
b) Let g be a generator of G.
c) Call AccSetup(G, g) (Algorithm 1) with G
and g being the inputs. It outputs {k, β, Ak , Φ}.
2. KeyGenABE (·): This is the ABE key generation algorithm for generating user-private keys. The
‘·’ denotes the input parameters. It outputs a user
private key uskABE if the user is authenticated; otherwise, the output depends on the output of AA.
3. UserManager(gid, Ops, Φ): The algorithm
takes a user’s gid, an operation type Ops, and the
accumulator container Φ as inputs. It proceeds as
follows:
(1) If Ops == ‘Add’, call AccAdd(gid, Φ) (Algorithm 2) to add the gid to an accumulator:
{α, Φ} = AccAdd(gid, Φ).
(2) If Ops == ‘Delete’, call AccDelete(gid,
Φ) (Algorithm 3) to remove the gid from an
accumulator:
{α, Φ} = AccDelete(gid, Φ).
(3) If α2 = {}, re-randomize the external identiﬁer and issue a new witness for each gid ∈ α2 :
a) Uniformly select a random number: y ← Zp .
Set α4 = y, and update α in Φ.
We randomize an accumulator’s external identiﬁer each time when the accumulator is updated. y
will be used to generate the external identiﬁer (in the
form of g y ) for α.

b) Call AccWitUpdate(α) (Algorithm 4) to recompute all witnesses for users in α2 :
ωα = AccWitUpdate(α).
(4) Return {ωα , α} if α2 = {}; otherwise, return
⊥.
4. WitnessKeyGen(ωα , α): The algorithm takes
witnesses container ωα and accumulator α as the
inputs. It generates witness keys as follows:
(1) Extract y from α4 and compute g y as the
external identiﬁer of α.
(2) Let witKeys = {} be the container to store
witness keys of users in α2 .
(3) For each gidi ∈ α2 :
a) Extract wgidi from ωα .
b) Randomly select ri ← Zp and compute the
witness key as
wskgidi


(gidx +β))
ri y(
gidx ∈α2
1
1
ri y
gidi +β
= wskgidi = (wgidi ) = g
,

(gidi +β)
wsk2gidi = (wgidi )1/ri = g ri , wsk3gidi = g y .
c) Add the witness key to witKeys:
witKeys ← witKeys + (gidi , wskgidi ).
(4) Return witKeys.
5. EncABE (m, ·): This is the ABE encryption
algorithm. It takes data m and the rest of parameters
‘·’ as the inputs. It encrypts data m and outputs the
ciphertext c: {cm , ·}.
6. ReEnc(c, Φ): The algorithm takes an ABE
ciphertext c and the accumulator container Φ as the
inputs. It re-encrypts c for each accumulator αi ∈ Φ
as follows:
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(1) For αi ∈ Φ, re-encrypt c:
4

1
αi
yi
yi
ci = {c · e(g αi , α
i ), g } = {c · e(g , vi ), g }

, g yi }.

Since ‘·’ of c may contain the access policy or attributes in clear text format, there is a possibility of
leaking user information, such as user attributes, to
untrusted CSPs. Re-encrypting the entire c provides
the protection of integrity and privacy for access policies and attributes from malicious modiﬁcations.
Although this algorithm is used only by the ciphertext re-encryption system, a possible issue to
consider is that ABE ciphertext c may have diﬀerent
message space compared with the group G1 used in
the DA. One way to address this is to deﬁne a reversible conversion method that maps a ciphertext
of ABE to a group element of G1 in the process of
re-encryption and then converts results back in the
process of decryption. We will not elaborate it here.
It can be addressed in the actual implementation.
(2) Finally, output C  = {ci }1≤i≤|Φ| .
7. Dec(c , wskgid ): The algorithm takes a reencrypted ciphertext c and a user’s witness key
wskgid as the inputs. It decrypts c and outputs
the ABE ciphertext c as follows:
(1) Decrypt ABE ciphertext c if wskgid is a valid
key:

/e(g

(gidx +β))
gidx ∈α2
gid+β

(gid+β)
ri

,

)
g

y gid ∈α2 (gidx +β)
x
/e(g, g)y gidx ∈α2 (gidx +β)
= c · e(g, g)
= c.
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We want to point out a couple of details:
a) Every c is tagged with an accumulator external identiﬁer (described in ReEnc(·)). c is selected
in the calling process based on a given external identiﬁer. The details will be speciﬁed in the system
construction section.
b) Although some notations, such as y versus
yi , c versus ci , and gid versus gidi , look similar,
the notation without subscript speciﬁes individual
entities, and the notation with subscript indicates
members inside an entity set. Therefore, they may
refer to the same value in algorithms.
(2) Return c. Note that an incorrect or random
string or value is returned if wskgid cannot decrypt
c .

Cloud storage

Attribute authority
(AA)

-e n
cip cryp
he ted
rte AB
xts
E

gidx ∈α2 (gidx +β)

We assume that the storage system consists of
four entities (Fig. 1):
1. AA: This is the AA of an ABE scheme. It is
trusted to generate ABE private keys (or attribute
key shares) for users, publish the ABE public key
pkABE , and protect the ABE master secret mkABE .
2. DO: The DO is a trusted party who is responsible for data and user privacy protection. DO
initializes the system, deﬁnes data access policy, and
centrally manages user access rights to the encrypted
data in cloud storage.
3. CSP: CSPs provide cloud storage for a DO to
store data and fulﬁll user requests. It is considered
to be untrusted by DOs.
4. Users: Users can decrypt data only if they
are eligible and have attributes complying with the
access control policy of an ABE scheme. Users are
considered to be untrusted by DOs.
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Our ﬁrst approach is to achieve user revocation
through ciphertext re-encryption.
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8. DecABE (c, ·): This is the ABE decryption algorithm. It takes the ciphertext c and the remaining
parameters denoted as ‘·’ as the inputs. A user’s
ABE private key uskABE is assumed to be a part of
‘·’. It outputs m if uskABE can decrypt c. Otherwise,
the output depends on the output of DecABE .

Au

1372

Users

Data owner (DO)

Fig. 1 Trust model of user revocation via ciphertext
re-encryption for attribute-based encryption (ABE)
in cloud storage

We assume that, where necessary, communications among entities in our system are protected via
suitable secure communication mechanisms, such as
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using SSL/TLS. We also assume that CSPs and users
do not collude with each other during the data retrieval process.
We assume that each user is assigned with a
unique gid that is not linked to their true identity.
To simplify the description of our system, we do not
elaborate the user veriﬁcation process. There are
multiple ways to verify whether a gid belongs to a
user.
5.2.2 System description
Fig. 2 shows the interactions among a user, user
groups, a DO, an AA, and a CSP. The ABE scheme
might have multiple attribute authorities. However,
because ABE schemes are treated as black boxes, the
AA in our description is the generic.
The system works as follows:
1. System setup: This is a private process run
by a DO. The process takes in a security parameter 1n and initializes system parameters, such as an
ABE scheme and a DA. Then it adds eligible (nonrevoked) users to accumulators, issues and sends
witness private keys to users, encrypts data using
ABE, and re-encrypts ABE ciphertext c for each
accumulator.
The outputs of the process are the following:
(1) The ABE public key pkABE and master secret mkABE are sent to the AA. pkABE is public.
mkABE needs to be kept secret.
(2) A witness private key wskgid is sent to each
user and kept secret.
(3) The re-encrypted ciphertext C  is sent to the
CSP and kept public.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The DO calls Setup(1n ) to initiate an ABE
scheme and a DA. The algorithm returns the ABE
public key pkABE , master secret mkABE , and the
DA’s system parameters {k, β, Ak , Φ}. The DA’s
system parameters are kept secret by the DO.
(2) The DO sends the AA the public key pkABE
and master secret mkABE .
(3) The DO creates accumulators and issues witness private keys:
a) Let U contain the existing non-revoked gids.
b) Let WitnessSet = {} be the temporary
data structure for the returned witnesses of an
accumulator.
c) For each gidi ∈ U , the DO adds gidi to an
accumulator and generates its witness:
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c1) Call UserManager(gidi , ‘Add’, Φ) and obtain
{ωα , α} as the output;
c2) Check if α has been added to WitnessSet or
not by using the internal index α3 : if α exists, then
replace the existing {ωα , α} with the new one; else,
WitnessSet = WitnessSet + {ωα , α}.
Note: This is a one-time bulk process to add
users into accumulators. Although each gid is newly
added to the system, it could be added to an existing accumulator. Therefore, the witnesses of the
accumulator need to be updated. An accumulator
can be updated k – 1 times until the number of gids
in the accumulator reaches the maximum number of
allowed elements, k. Because this internal computation takes place on the DO side, no user is aware of it
until the next step. This operation can be optimized
in the actual implementation.
d) The DO issues the witness private keys as
follows:
For each {ωα , α} ∈ WitnessSet:
d1) Call WitnessKeyGen(ωα , α) and obtain
witKeys;
d2) For each gidi ∈ witKeys, send the witness
key wskgidi to user gidi .
(4) The DO calls EncABE (m, ·) to encrypt the
message m and obtains ciphertext c.
(5) The DO calls ReEnc(c, Φ) to re-encrypt c
and obtains C  = {{ci , g yi }}1≤i≤|Φ| .
(6) Finally, the DO sends C  to the CSP.
2. A new user (gid) requests a witness private
key. This process is privately run by the DO. If
the user is eligible, the process will add the user to
an accumulator. All users in the accumulator are
updated with new witness private keys. The ABE
ciphertext is re-encrypted.
The outputs of the process are the following:
(1) New witness private keys are sent to users of
the updated accumulator and kept secret.
(2) The updated ciphertext C  is sent to the
CSP and kept public.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The user sends a gid to the DO.
(2) The DO authenticates and validates the
user:
a) If the user is eligible, the DO does the
following:
a1) Calls UserManager(gid, ‘Add’, Φ) to add gid
and obtains {ωα , α} as the output.
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A user revocation system via ciphertext re-encryption for ABE in cloud storage (UR-CRE)
Data owner (DO)

Cloud service provider (CSP)

Attribute authority (AA)

New user

User group

Initialization

ABE public key
and master secret:
pkABE and mkABE

Initialize ABE:
SetupABE(·)

Initialize DA:
AccSetup(·)

Generate witness
private keys:
UserManager(·)
WitnessKeyGen(·)

Encrypt data using
EncABE(·).
Re-encrypt it by keys
derived from
accumulator values:
ReEnc(·)

Witness private keys
identified by the
external identifiers:
wskgid

Requesting ABE
private key

All re-encrypted
ciphertexts of
accumulators: C’

Issuing ABE key

No

Output of AA

Authenticated?

Yes

ABE private key
uskABE

Generate private key
KeyGenABE(·)

Adding a new user

Requesting witness
private key

Authenticated
No

Null

The new user added to
an accumulator.
All users in the
accumulator updated
with new witness
private keys: wskgid

Yes
Add the user to an
accumulator:
UserMananger(·).
Update witness
private keys of
the accumulator:
WitnessKeyGen(·)

Re-encrypt ABE
ciphertext for
accumulators:
ReEnc(·)

All re-encrypted
ciphertexts of
accumulators: C’

A user requesting
a ciphertext
Use the
accumulator
identifier to
find the
re-encrypted
ciphertext

No

Null

All re-encrypted
ciphertexts of
accumulators: c’

Revoking a user

Remove the user from
an accumulator:
UserMananger(·).
Update witness
private keys of
the accumulator:
WitnessKeyGen(·)

Re-encrypt ABE
ciphertext for
accumulators:
ReEnc(·)

found?
Yes

Decrypt ciphertext:
Dec(·)
DecABE(·)
Data m if all keys are
valid; otherwise, the
output of DecABE(·)

All re-encrypted
ciphertexts of
accumulators: C’

Revoked user being
removed, new user
witness private keys:
wskgid

Fig. 2 Interaction diagram of user revocation via ciphertext re-encryption for attribute-based encryption
(ABE) in cloud storage

a2) Calls WitnessKeyGen(ωα , α) and obtains
witKeys.

a4) Calls ReEnc(c, Φ) to re-encrypt c for each
αi ∈ Φ and obtains C  = {{ci , g yi }}1≤i≤|Φ| .

a3) For each gidi ∈ witKeys, sends the witness
key wskgidi to user gidi .

We re-encrypt the ABE ciphertext c for every
accumulator in Φ although only one accumulator has
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been changed. In this way, the CSP simply replaces
the previous C  with the newly received C  .
a5) Send C  to the CSP.
b) Otherwise, the DO returns ⊥ to the user.
3. A new user (gid) requests an ABE private key.
This is a private process run by the AA. The output
of the process is one of the following:
(1) An ABE private key uskABE is sent to the
user if the user is authenticated.
(2) Otherwise, the output of the AA could be
⊥, as an example.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The user contacts the AA to request his/her
ABE private key.
(2) The AA authenticates the user:
a) If the user can be authenticated, then the AA
does the following:
a1) Calls KeyGenABE (·) and generates uskABE .
a2) Sends uskABE to the user.
b) Otherwise, the AA returns its output.
4. A user (gid) retrieves a ciphertext from the
CSP. This process is publicly run by the CSP and
a user. The user sends the CSP the external identiﬁer included in the user’s witness private key. The
CSP locates the re-encrypted ciphertext tagged with
the external identiﬁer if the re-encrypted ciphertext
exists. Upon receiving the re-encrypted ciphertext,
the user decrypts it by calling DecABE to obtain the
ABE ciphertext and DecABE to decrypt the data.
The output of the process is one of the following:
(1) ⊥, if the re-encrypted ciphertext is not
found;
(2) otherwise, either data m, if the user is not
revoked and has a valid ABE private key, or the
output of DecABE .
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) User gid sends the external accumulator
identiﬁer wsk3gid (g y ) to the CSP.
(2) The CSP returns the ciphertext c identiﬁed
y
by g if c exists; otherwise, ⊥ is returned.
(3) If the value returned is not ⊥:
a) The user calls Dec(c , wskgid ):
a1) If wskgid is a valid witness key of g y , c is
returned;
a2) Otherwise, a random string is returned.
b) The user calls DecABE (c, ·):
b1) If c is in a correct form and uskABE can
decrypt it, m is returned;
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b2) Otherwise, the output of DecABE is returned.
5. The DO revokes a user (gid). This is a private
process run by the DO. The DO removes the user
from the user’s accumulator, updates the remaining
users with new witness private keys, and re-encrypts
ABE ciphertext c to C  .
The outputs of the process are the following:
(1) New witness private keys are sent to the
users of the updated accumulator and kept secret.
(2) The re-encrypted ciphertext C  is sent to the
CSP and kept public.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The DO calls UserManager(gid, ‘Delete’, Φ)
to remove the gid and obtains the output {ωα , α}.
(2) If α2 = {}, the DO does the following:
a) Calls WitnessKeyGen(ωα , α) to generate witness private keys witKeys;
b) For gidi ∈ α2 , sends wskgidi to user gidi .
(3) The DO calls ReEnc(c, Φ) to re-encrypt c
and obtains C  = {{ci , g yi }}1≤i≤|Φ| as the output.
(4) The DO sends C  to the CSP for the update.
5.2.3 Security analysis
The ciphertext re-encryption system (UR-CRE)
generically enables an anonymous user revocation
for ABE in untrusted cloud storage environments.
The system is built on top of an ABE scheme and
leverages a dynamic accumulator (DA) based on the
scheme proposed by Au et al. (2009). Therefore, the
fundamental security of the system relies on the security of the selected ABE scheme and the DA. We
assume that:
1. The ABE scheme is at least CPA-secure.
2. The DA scheme is secure against the forgeability of witnesses and provides anonymity protection for elements aggregated into accumulators.
The capability of revocation is aimed to equip an
ABE scheme with two additional security features:
1. A revoked user cannot immediately access
ABE ciphertext after the revocation. However, this
protection does not apply to the ciphertext that has
been requested or possibly kept by the user locally
before the revocation.
2. Users can anonymously request re-encrypted
ABE ciphertexts from CSPs.
The two security features require the system to
have the following:
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1. Dynamic user revocation: Revoked users who
have valid ABE private keys are immediately prevented from accessing ABE ciphertext.
2. Ciphertext indistinguishability: The reencrypted ABE ciphertext should remain indistinguishable against eavesdropping attacks.
3. Unforgeability: Users should not be able to
forge their witness private keys to decrypt the reencrypted ABE ciphertexts.
4. Anonymity: Users remain anonymous to
CSPs. CSPs are not required for any user management or administration to fulﬁll data retrieval
requests. In addition, the privacy and integrity of
ABE access policies (expressed by user attributes)
are protected by the re-encryption.
The system security is analyzed as follows:
1. Security of dynamic user revocation
Dynamic user revocation is realized by preventing revoked users from accessing ABE ciphertexts.
Each user has two types of private keys: a witness private key for decrypting a re-encrypted ABE
ciphertext and an ABE private key for decrypting
an ABE ciphertext. Once a user is revoked, the AA
does not re-issue ABE private keys. Instead, the DO
takes the following actions to invalidate the user’s
witness private key:
(1) First, the DO removes the user from the
user’s accumulator. Assume that accumulator αi
is the one containing the user. After the user is
removed, αi is updated with the new aggregate value
(α1i = vi ). The external identiﬁer g yi is re-generated

as g yi , where yi is randomly selected from Zp . All
accumulator data structures, α and Φ, are kept secret
by the DO. yi and yi are not provided to users and
CSPs. Only the external identiﬁers (in the form of
g y ) are public and given to users and the CSPs.
(2) Then, the DO generates new witness private
keys to the remaining users in αi . As being described
in the algorithm WitnessKeyGen, each user’s witness
private key is derived from the user’s new witness of
αi by randomizing it with yi and r , which is also
randomly and uniquely selected from Zp to each user
every time.
Because the revoked user is removed from αi and
does not belong to any other accumulator, the user
is not updated with a new witness key. The user cannot forge a witness of any accumulator based on the
unforgeability of DA. All numbers yi are privately
kept by the DO. Based on the DLP assumption, the
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revoked user cannot discover yi even though the user

can obtain g yi . Without the needed components, vi
(α1i ) and yi , the revoked user cannot forge a valid
witness private key once being revoked.
(3) The DO re-encrypts the ABE ciphertext
with the new accumulator value vi and the external

identiﬁer yi : ci = ce(g yi , vi ). Although the revoked
user cannot forge the new witness of an accumulator, the user can try to forge the new aggregate value.
Assume that this user is the only user who has been
removed from the accumulator. Because the DA’s
system parameters, such as accumulator trapdoor β
and function Ak , are kept secret by the DO, the user
needs to obtain the previous vi from his/her witness
private key obtained before his/her revocation. Assume the witness
private key is wskgid = {wsk1gid =

1
(wgid
)r

ryi (

=g

(gidx +β))
gidx ∈α2
i
gid+β

(gid+β)

, wsk2gid = (wgid )1/r =

4

g r , wsk3gid = (g)α = g yi }. Under the DLP as
sumption, the user cannot obtain gidx ∈α2 (gidx +β)


to compute vi = g

gidx ∈α2
i

(gidx +β)

i

. Therefore, the
1

user cannot forge vi which is equal to vigid+β .
Based on the above analysis, the user cannot
decrypt any re-encrypted ABE ciphertext, because
without the witness private key, the original ABE
private key is insuﬃcient for decryption.
It is possible that a non-revoked user has a valid
witness private key, but the attributes fail to comply
with the ABE’s access policy. This might happen
because the witness private keys are issued and used
separately from the keys used in ABE. In this case,
the security of the ABE scheme should prevent the
user from decrypting the ciphertext.
2. Security of ciphertext indistinguishability
The system should resist eavesdropping
adversaries.
The communication channels between the DO
and the CSPs, or users and CSPs, might be unprotected. An adversary can eavesdrop on ciphertexts
sent in unsecured channels. Assume that an adversary can obtain the ABE public (encryption) key
and the re-encrypted ciphertexts from unencrypted
channels. If the adapted ABE is CPA-secure, ABE
ciphertext is indistinguishable against eavesdropping
attacks. Because the re-encryption keys (in the form
of e(g y , v)) are randomized intuitively (by uniformly
selected y) for each accumulator and changed for
every subsequent ciphertext re-encryption, the reencrypted ciphertext is also indistinguishable.
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3. Security of unforgeability
The system prevents a revoked user from forging the new ciphertext re-encryption key based on
the witness private key that the user acquired before
the revocation. This security is based on the membership unforgeability of the DA (scheme proposed
by Au et al. (2009)) and the DLP assumption. We
use the following scenario to informally analyze this.
Assume that a user (A) with gid is aggregated in αi .
(1) At the beginning, user A is given his/her
witness key of αi as
wskgid



(gidx +β))
ryi (
gidx ∈α2
i
1
1
r
gid+β
= wskgid = (wgid ) = g
,
(gid+β)
r

wsk2gid = (wgid )1/r =g
4
wsk3gid = (g)α = g yi .

,

(2) When A is revoked, the DO removes gid from
αi , and yi is randomly selected. The accumulator

αi has the new external identiﬁer g yi and the new
aggregate value vi . Then DO refreshes the witness
private keys of the remaining members in α2i (which
does not include the revoked gid any more) .
(3) A is free to retrieve any number of reencrypted ciphertexts from CSPs within polynomial
time. Because A is not a member of any accumulator, A cannot forge any witness of an accumulator
based on the security of DA. A cannot extract vi
from his/her previous witness private key either, as
explained in Section 5.2.3. Therefore, A cannot reconstruct any re-encryption key of the ciphertext,

even though g yi might be obtained by A.
4. Security of anonymity
The anonymity protection for users is anonymous to CSPs. User identities are protected in the
following ways:
(1) Each user is assigned a pseudo-identiﬁer gid
that is unique and is not linked to a real identity.
(2) An accumulator’s aggregate value (v) does
not reveal any aggregated gids based on the security
of DA (Au et al., 2009).
(3) CSPs are provided with any accumulator value and information other than re-encrypted
ciphertexts.
Based on the above analysis, we can conclude
that the proposed user revocation system has met
the security goals.
Although collusion protection is one of the security requirements of ABE schemes, we do not
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consider it in our proposed system. This is because
ABE schemes use one master secret to derive user
private keys. An encryption and decryption key can
include multiple parts, each related to a particular
attribute. Because attributes are shared by users,
users without all valid key parts or attributes can
pool the key parts to construct a valid private key.
Therefore, collusion prevention is a critical security
requirement of ABE. However, this type of collusion
does not apply to our proposed user revocation system, which builds an additional layer above the ABE
scheme. There is no attribute sharing between the
ABE scheme and the revocation system.
5.3 User
providers

revocation

via

cloud

storage

Although using the ciphertext re-encryption approach, UR-CRE enables user revocation at the data
item level and requires no user management on CSPs,
and it introduces extra overhead in the following
aspects:
1. It requires CSPs to store multiple reencryption copies of an ABE ciphertext.
2. It requires a DO to re-encrypt the ABE ciphertext for an accumulator whenever it adds or removes a user.
To eliminate the above overhead, the second
generic user revocation system, UR-CSP, leverages
CSPs to anonymously identify revoked users during
the ciphertext retrieval process. In this way, one copy
of the ABE ciphertext needs to be stored. Only nonrevoked users can obtain the ABE ciphertext from
CSPs.
5.3.1 Trust model
The trust model still has four entities. The only
diﬀerence is that CSPs become semi-trusted instead
of being completely untrusted. The CSPs are trusted
to perform user management in regard to anonymously identifying a user’s eligibility to access an
ABE ciphertext.
CSPs store ABE ciphertexts, validate user
access rights, and fulﬁll data retrieval requests.
CSPs are semi-trusted to execute the assigned tasks
but might be curious to know the data and user
identities.
The communication channels between entities in
our framework are assumed to be secure, as shown
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in Fig. 3. We also assume that CSPs and users do
not collude with each other.
Each user is assigned a global unique identiﬁer
gid that is not linked to the user’s true identity. We
do not elaborate the veriﬁcation process of identifying whether a gid belongs to a user or not. There are
multiple ways of verifying a user’s identity against
the given gid, such as certiﬁcations.
Cloud storage
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Fig. 3 Trust model of user revocation via cloud service
providers for attribute-based encryption (ABE)

5.3.2 System description
This second user revocation system, UR-CSP,
still uses DA to manage user access rights as in URCRE, except that users are given witnesses instead
of witness private keys. Each witness is used to prove
a user (gid) being aggregated to an accumulator. If
CSPs can validate a user’s claim to an accumulator,
the requested ABE ciphertext is returned.
The external accumulator identiﬁers are not
tagged to any user witness and accumulators’ aggregate values. Instead, α4 (the randomly selected
number when α was created or updated) is used to
randomize the witnesses that are sent to users and
aggregate values (α1 ) that are sent to the CSP. In
this way, the aggregate values and witnesses obtain
further protection from CSPs and users.
One way for a user to attest the membership of
an accumulator is to directly send his/her witness to
a CSP. Although each witness does not directly link
to a user’s identity, it does identify the individual
user and the user’s access privilege to a ciphertext.
Because the CSP is not fully trusted, directly sharing
a witness with the CSP could have potential risks,
such as impersonation attacks launched by the malicious CSP insiders. Therefore, the witnesses are
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considered to be private and kept secret by users.
Inspired by zero knowledge proofs (Camenisch
and Lysyanskaya, 2002), our approach is to make
users compute witness proofs. Each time a user requests the ABE ciphertext, the user computes a witness proof using his/her witness. The witness proof
is randomized each time, even on the same witness.
The CSP can validate the proof against the accumulators’ aggregate values provided by the DO. Fig. 4
shows the interactions between diﬀerent parties in
the system.
The details of the system construction are as
follows:
1. System setup: This is a private process run
by DO. It initializes the system by setting up system parameters, an ABE scheme, and a DA. Then it
adds non-revoked users to accumulators, issues and
sends witnesses, encrypts data using ABE, randomizes accumulators’ aggregate values, and sends the
ABE ciphertexts and randomized aggregate values
to CSPs.
The outputs of the process are the following:
(1) ABE pkABE and mkABE are sent to the AA.
pkABE is public. mkABE is kept secret.
(2) Witnesses wgid is sent to eligible users to be
kept secret.
(3) The ABE ciphertexts c and Λ (the container described below for storing randomized aggregate values) are sent to the CSP. c and Λ can be
public.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The DO calls Setup(1n ) to initialize an ABE
scheme and the DA. The algorithm returns the ABE
public key pkABE , master secret mkABE , and the
DA’s system parameters {k, β, Ak , Φ}. The DA’s
system parameters are kept secret by the DO.
(2) The DO provides the AA with the public key
pkABE and master secret mkABE .
(3) Let U contain the existing non-revoked gids.
a) Let WitnessSet = {} be the container to
temporarily store the returned witnesses of the
accumulators.
b) For each gidi ∈ U , DO proceeds as follows:
b1) Calls UserManager(gidi , ‘Add’, Φ) to add
gidi to an accumulator and obtains {ωα , α} as the
output;
b2) Checks whether α has been added to WitnessSet or not by using the internal index α3 . If α
exists, removes the existing {ωα , α}.
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A user revocation system via cloud service providers for ABE (UR-CSP)
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A new set of
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Fig. 4 Interaction diagram of user revocation via cloud service providers for attribute-based encryption (ABE)

b3) Updates WitnessSet: WitnessSet ← WitnessSet + {ωα , α}.
Note: Again, this is a one-time bulk process for
adding all users into accumulators.
c) For each {ωα , α} ∈ WitnessSet:
For each gidi ∈ α2 , the DO re-computes wgidi =

4

1
1
2
{(wgid
)α = (wgid
)y , wgid
} and sends wgidi to user
i
i
gidi .
(4) The DO calls EncABE (m, ·) to encrypt the
message m and obtains ABE ciphertext c.
(5) Let Λ be the container to store all the current
aggregate values.
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For each accumulator αi ∈ Φ: The DO adds vi
to Λ = Λ + {viyi }, where vi is α1i and yi is α4i .
We use yi to randomize aggregate values.
(6) The DO sends {Λ, c} to the CSP.
2. The DO adds a new user (gid) to the system.
This process is privately run by the DO. It adds the
user to an accumulator and updates all users in the
accumulator with new witnesses. Then it updates
the CSP with the new randomized aggregate values.
The outputs of the process are as follows:
(1) New witnesses of the updated accumulator
are sent to users to be kept secret.
(2) Updated Λ is sent to the CSP, and it can be
public.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The DO validates and authenticates the user
gid.
(2) If the user is eligible:
a) DO calls UserManager(gid, ‘Add’, Φ) to add
gid to an accumulator and has {ωα , α} returned.
b) For each gidi ∈ α2 , the DO obtains y from
1
2
)y , wgid
}, and sends
α4 , re-computes wgidi = {(wgid
i
i
the witness wgidi to the user.
c) Let Λ = {}.
d) For each αi ∈ Φ, DO adds vi to Λ: Λ = Λ +
{viyi }, where vi is α1i and yi is α4i .
Note: The updated α has been included in Φ.
Therefore, all the aggregate values are currently in Φ.
Although only one accumulator is updated, Λ is regenerated for the CSP to simply replace the previous
one completely.
e) The DO sends Λ to the CSP to replace the
previous one.
(3) If the user is not eligible, the DO returns ⊥.
3. A new user (gid) requests an ABE private
key. This process is the same as described in the
UR-CRE.
The output of the process is one of the following:
(1) The ABE private key uskABE is kept secret
by the user if the user is authenticated.
(2) Otherwise, the output is the output of the
AA, which could be ⊥ as an example.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The user contacts the AA with his/her
attributes.
(2) The AA veriﬁes the user and his/her
attributes.
(3) If the user is successfully veriﬁed, the AA
calls KeyGenABE (·) and sends the user uskABE .
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(4) Otherwise, the AA outputs its output.
5. A user gid requests an ABE ciphertext. This
process consists of the following communications between the CSP and the user:
(1) The user computes a witness proof and sends
it to the CSP.
(2) Then, upon obtaining the request and the
proof, the CSP checks the proof against the accumulator’s aggregate values.
(3) If the proof can be veriﬁed, the CSP sends
ciphertext c to the user; otherwise, the CSP returns
⊥.
(4) If the user obtains c back, he/she calls
DecABE to decrypt the data.
The output of this process is one of the following:
(1) Data m, if the user can prove his/her membership and has a valid uskABE .
(2) Output of DecABE , if the user can prove
his/her membership but does not have a valid
uskABE .
(3) ⊥, if the user cannot prove his/her membership of an accumulator.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The user gid computes a proof as follows:
a) Randomly select γ uniformly from Zp and
compute:
y
 1
2
atte = e wgid
, (wgid
)γ = e v gid+β , g γ(gid+β)

=e g



gidx ∈α2 (gidx +β)

ry

= e (g, g)



, g γy

gidx ∈α2 (gidx +β)

.

b) Compute g γ .
(2) The user gid sends {atte, g γ } to the CSP.
(3) The CSP validates atte:
a) For each {viyi } ∈ Λ:
a1) Compute

ryi gid ∈α2 (gidx +β)
yi
x
i
.
e(vi , g γ ) = e(vi , g yi γ ) = e(g, g)
a2) Check whether 
?

ryi

2 (gid

+β)

x
gidx ∈α
i
atte = e(g, g)
.
b) If one match is found, ABE ciphertext c is
returned.
c) Otherwise, ⊥ is returned.
(4) If c is returned, the user calls DecABE (c, ·)
to obtain m if skABE can decrypt c.
(5) Otherwise, the output depends on the output of DecABE (c, ·).
5. The DO revokes a user gid. This process is
privately run by the DO. It removes the user from an
accumulator and updates the remaining users with
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new witnesses. The CSP is also provided with the
updates.
The outputs of the process are the following:
(1) New witnesses are sent users to be kept secret, if the updated accumulator α has the remaining
users.
(2) Updated Λ is sent to the CSP and can be
public.
The detailed steps are as follows:
(1) The DO calls UserManager(gid, ‘Delete’, Φ)
to remove gid from an accumulator and has {ωα , α}
returned.
(2) If α2 = {}:
For each gidi ∈ α2 , the DO obtains the random
1
number y from α4 , re-computes wgidi = {(wgid
)y ,
i
2
}, and sends the witness wgidi to the user gidi .
wgid
i
(3) Let Λ = {}.
(4) For each αi ∈ Φ, the DO computes viyi and
adds it to Λ: Λ = Λ + {viyi }, where vi is α1i and yi is
α4i .
(5) The DO sends Λ to the CSP to replace the
previous one.
5.3.3 Security analysis
Because the UR-CSP is still built on top of an
ABE scheme and leverages a DA to achieve dynamic
and anonymous user revocation, the fundamental security of UR-CSP still relies on the security of ABE
and the DA. We assume that:
1. The selected ABE scheme is at least CPAsecure.
2. The DA, which is built out of the scheme
proposed by Au et al. (2009), is secure against witness forgeability and provides anonymity of elements
aggregated into accumulators.
UR-CSP aims to achieve similar goals to the
previous system UR-CRE:
(1) A revoked user cannot decrypt ABE ciphertexts after the revocation.
(2) CSPs can anonymously identify revoked
users during the ciphertext retrieval process.
These goals require the same security as for
UR-CRE:
(1) Dynamic user revocation: Revoked users
having valid ABE private keys are prevented from
accessing any ABE ciphertext after revocation.
(2) Ciphertext indistinguishability: The ABE
ciphertext should remain indistinguishable against
eavesdropping attacks.
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(3) Unforgeability: Users should not be able to
forge their witnesses to prove the membership of an
accumulator.
(4) Anonymity: Users remain anonymous to
CSPs in any user identiﬁcation and data retrieval
request.
The detailed analysis is as follows:
1. Security of dynamic user revocation
Assume a revoked user still holds a valid ABE
private key for decryption. Then the system prevents the user from accessing the ABE ciphertext as
follows:
(1) When the user (gid) is revoked, the DO removes the gid from its accumulator. Supposing that
α is the accumulator, the external randomizing number α4 is re-selected and the aggregate value α1 is recalculated. Let y  and v  denote the updated values
of α4 and α1 , respectively. Each of the remaining

randomusers gidi ∈ α2 receives a new witness wgid
i

ized by y : 




wgid
=
i

1
wgid
=v
i



y
gidi+β



2
, wgid
= g gidi +β .
i

The CSP is also updated with a new Λ (contain
ing (v  )y ).
(2) The revoked user (gid) is not given
any new or updated witness.
Suppose
that the revoked user has the ‘old’ witness
and is denoted
as follows:
wgid =



y

1
= v gidi+β = g
wgid

y(

gidi ∈α (gidi +β))
gid+β

2
, wgid
= g gid+β ,

where y and v are the ‘old’ values.
a) Basedon the DLP assumption, the user cany

(gidx +β)

gidx ∈α
and gid+β from his/her
not extract
gid+β
witness.
1
2
b) Suppose the user computes e(wgid
, wgid
) to


y gid ⊆α (gidx +β)
x
. y gidx ∈ α (gidx +β)
obtain e(g, g)
cannot be extracted based on the DLP assumption,
nor the original aggregate value v. Because the DA’s
system parameters and data structures are kept secret from users, the user is prevented from computing
v .
c) Based on the witness unforgebility of DA, the
user cannot forge a witness of any accumulator.
d) Suppose that the user assumes him/her to
be the only one removed from the accumulator.
The user tries to forge a proof (atte) by randomly
1
1
selecting γ  and uses only wgid
as atte = e(wgid
,




(g)γ ) = e(g, g)r y gidx ∈α (gidx +β) . Because y has
been changed to y  , which is randomly selected and
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kept secret by the DO, the atte cannot be correctly
validated.
Based on the above analysis, the revoked user
cannot generate a valid proof to the CSP. He/She is
not given any ABE ciphertext after the revocation.
2. Security of ciphertext indistinguishability
Because UR-CSP uses an ABE scheme for data
encryption, we assume that the security of ciphertext
indistinguishability is provided by the ABE scheme
selected by the DO.
3. Security of unforgeability
This security is based on the membership unforgeability of the scheme proposed by Au et al.
(2009). Any user, whether revoked or not, cannot
forge a valid witness of an accumulator that does not
have the user’s gid aggregated in it.
4. Security of anonymity
The user veriﬁcation process does not need user
identities or gids:
(1) Users use witnesses to compute a claim to
prove their memberships of a particular accumulator:
y

1
2
atte = e(wgid
, (wgid
)γ ) = e(v gid+β , g γ(gid+β) ) =


e(g, g)ry gidx ∈α2 (gidx +β) .
γ is randomly chosen each time; therefore, atte
is diﬀerently formed even using the same witness.
(2) Using the given aggregate values Λ=
{{viyi }1≤i≤|Φ| }, the CSP veriﬁes a claim by checking the following:
For each viyi ∈ Λ:
a) Compute

ryi

e(viyi , g γ ) = e(g, g)
b) Check whether

?

ryi

(gidx +β)
gidx ∈α2
i

2 (gid

+β)

.

x
gidx ∈α
i
atte = e(g, g)
.
None of the above steps and information will
disclose user identities to the CSP. Thus, users remain anonymous to the CSP in the processes of user
veriﬁcation and data retrieval.

User revocation system

Data owner management
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Based on the above analysis, we can conclude
that the second proposed user revocation system,
UR-CSP, has met the security requirements.

6 User revocation overhead analysis
We are not aware of any similar system that
can generically work with any existing ABE scheme.
Thus, we simply compare our two systems in this
section (Fig. 5).
The user revocation systems add integration
and management overheads. As we can see, the overheads come mainly from the following aspects:
1. accumulator management;
2. user witness or witness private key
management;
3. ciphertext re-encryption and re-encryption
updates to CSPs;
4. user membership construction and
veriﬁcation;
5. storage required for storing multiple copies of
the re-encrypted ciphertext.
UR-CRE has overheads 1, 2, 3, and 5. Overheads 1, 2, and 3 are on the data owner side. CSPs
are required only to provide extra storage space for
multiple copies of the re-encrypted ABE ciphertexts
(overhead 5). The data owner can be a potential
bottleneck for updates and witness private key management. However, the performance and scalability
can be greatly improved by delegating the witness
private key updates and ciphertext re-encryption to
a trusted party or servers. Transferring updates to
users and CSPs can also be out-of-band.
UR-CSP has the overheads 1, 2, and 4. Overheads 1 and 2 are still on the data owner side, but
the data owner does not need to re-encrypt ABE
ciphertexts. The data owner can still be a bottleneck in managing accumulators and witness updates.

Storage required at a CSP

User witness or key refreshing

Data retrieval

UR-CRE

1. Accumulator management
Multiple copies of ABE
2. User witness key management ciphertext
3. ABE ciphertext re-encryptions
and updates to CSPs

The witness keys and key
updates provided by the
data owner

The re-encrypted
ciphertext sent to the user

UR-CSP

1. Accumulator management
2. User witness management
3. Accumulator value updates
to CSPs

The witnesses and witness
updates provided by the
data owner

1. User verification CSPs
2. ABE ciphertext sent to
a verified user

One copy of ABE ciphertext

Fig. 5 Overhead comparison of user revocation systems
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Delegation can still be an implementation strategy
to reduce the bottleneck. Only one copy of ABE ciphertext is stored at the CSP. However, ciphertext
retrieval is a protocol of the user membership veriﬁcation process (overhead 4). It requires a user to
construct a proof for a CSP to validate the proof every time. CSPs are required to be semi-trusted to
perform user membership veriﬁcation. This trust is
not required in UR-CRE.
Overall, the overheads of UR-CSP appear to be
more evenly distributed compared to UR-CRE. It is
slightly more scalable than UR-CRE, but UR-CRE
can improve the scalability by delegating the tasks
and computations.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed two dynamic
user revocation systems for ABE schemes. Our systems are generic and can be directly applied to any
ABE scheme. We have built user privacy protection into the data retrieval process, making ABE
schemes more suitable and practical for deployment
in untrusted cloud storage systems.
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